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A note about passengers
As the new year began, SouthWings remained on a hiatus from passenger-carrying flights
due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Volunteer pilots continued to carry out pilot-only flights to capture
photos and videos for flight partners as needed. Eight pilot-only flights were arranged during this time.
Around mid-March, the volunteer pilots took a survey to help us gauge their willingness to fly
with passengers and to find out what information they would like us to collect from potential
passengers in order to feel comfortable having them in their plane. The responses varied from “Not
ready yet”, to “Sure, as long as we’re all vaccinated and wear masks”, to “Ready to go, no concerns”.
Based on these responses and in conjunction with the CDC’s easing of pandemic related restrictions,
we entered a beta-test phase of offering passenger flights to a very limited group of well established
partners. Five flights with passengers were arranged during this phase.
After both staff and the pilots learned the best way to arrange and conduct flights keeping
everyone safe and comfortable, passenger carrying operations were officially opened to all partners
across the region in mid-May. Since then we’ve arranged seven flights and are receiving new flight
requests almost daily as things seem to be getting back to (the new) normal.
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APPALACHIA TO ATLANTIC
© Jake Faber, SouthWings

The A2A region spans five states, encompassing some of the most varied landscapes in the Southeast. From the scenic
Blue Ridge Mountains to the historic Sea Islands of the Lowcountry, this region includes some of the most biologically
diverse ecosystems as well as some of the fastest-growing cities in the country. Our volunteers in the A2A region support
our partners in monitoring ongoing pollution concerns from coal ash and agricultural waste, advocating for the protection of
wildlife habitat and cultural heritage sites, and educating decision-makers and the public about key issues facing
communities across the region.

North Carolina
So far this year, SouthWings has arranged six
flights in North Carolina. With the return of
passengers, SouthWings was glad to resume
supporting the work of our Waterkeeper
Alliance partners in monitoring threats to
North Carolina’s waterways. The Cape Fear,
Yadkin and Dan Riverkeepers have all flown
this year, with another flight on the books for
the Cape Fear River Watch. With the aerial
surveillance made possible by these flights,
Cape Fear River Watch has been able to
submit eight complaints to DEQ dealing with
poultry litter left out uncovered for greater than
15 days.
Patrick Connell (Cape Fear River Watch) identifies a huge pile of uncovered animal
waste on his flight with Volunteer Pilot Bill Kahn.
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SouthWings was glad to fly with a new partner, Good
Stewards
of
Rockingham
County/Dan
Riverkeeper, to monitor threats to the Dan River for
the Waterkeeper Alliance’s Pure Farms, Pure
Waters campaign. They were able to discover three
new areas of concern that were previously unknown
to the organization.
Coal ash is one of the greatest threats to clean
water, as power plants often store their coal ash in
unlined pits which easily seeps into nearby
waterways. Photographer J Henry Fair flew with
Volunteer Pilot Hap Endler to view coal fired power
plants in North Carolina and bring awareness to this
issue.

John Wolfe photographs this unlined hog lagoon within
yards of the Sound River.
J Henry Fair photographs a coal fired power plant on flight with Volunteer Pilot Hap Endler.

Our partnership continues with the Pigeon River
Gorge Wildlife Connectivity Collaborative, who
are working on improving wildlife connectivity through
the heavily-trafficked I-40 corridor in the Great
Smoky Mountains. We will be joining a stakeholder’s
call next week to discuss another SouthWings flight
to support this initiative.

“Perfect! Seeing the perspective from above is a new introduction to the river, like seeing it for the first time. It is
breathtaking. The view from above provided more info and pictures that I could gather in months on the ground.”
–Steven Pulliam, Dan Riverkeeper
SouthWings
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It’s always exciting to see flight results occur
months or even years after the actual flight took
place. A couple of those instances have occured so
far this year:

Volunteer Pilot Steve Rhode captures the site of a proposed landfill in Kittrell, Vance
County NC.2020

In 2020, Volunteer Pilot Steve Rhode flew a pilotonly mission for Sound Rivers who requested
photos of the site of a proposed landfill to be used
as testimony in front of the Vance County Board of
Adjustment about the potential environmental and
public health impacts of the landfill. In January of
this year, the board ruled against the landfill, which
would have been dangerously close to a tributary of
the Tar River, citing that it would not promote health
and safety nor be used “in harmony with the
community”. Photos from the flight were published
in this story from NC Policy Watch.
In 2019, SouthWings provided support to
Defenders of Wildlife to document threats to red
wolf recovery efforts in the Alligator River National
Wildlife Refuge, the last place where this species
roams wild. This May, the Southern Environmental
Law Center won a case on behalf of Defenders to
get eight endangered and captive red wolves
released in to Eastern North Carolina.
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South Carolina
SouthWings continues working in South
Carolina with three flights so far in 2021. Two
of these flights were pilot-only missions and
one carried one passenger. SouthWings was
contacted by the Cornell Lab of Ornithology
needing a flight over the ACE Basin (Ashepoo,
Combahee, and Edisto Rivers) National
Wildlife Refuge to study the nocturnal roost for
a declining, migratory shorebird. Despite
several changes in schedule due to weather,
Volunteer Pilot Art Falk was able to fly the
researchers and help them capture the photos
and video they were hoping for.

Photo of the ACE Basin during a flyover documenting the nocturnal roost of a
migratory shorebird. Photo credit: Andy Johnson.

“Art [Falk] was great. This was just an amazing opportunity and
resource. We got so many perspectives we can't really get from a
drone." -Andy Johnson, Cornell Lab of Ornithology

SouthWings is happy to continue supporting
the work of Audubon South Carolina in
restoring the key nesting island of Crab Bank
in the Charleston Harbor. Though this project
was on pause for nearly a year due to the
pandemic, Volunteer Pilot Jon Engle is getting
ready to resume flights for this project using
precise overhead photogrammetry and 3D
area measuring capability to measure the
actual growth of the chain of islets.
SouthWings
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Volunteer Pilot Jon Engle photographs the Black River for Earth Design.

Volunteer Pilot Jon Engle photographs Crab Bank for Audubon
South Carolina’s habitat restoration work on the islet.

SouthWings is excited to be partnering with the Open Space Institute and Earth Design as they work to transform and
preserve 172 miles along the Black River. Volunteer Pilot Jon Engle flew two solo flights to capture video and photos of the
area which will help Earth Design develop a master plan for the corridor. Included in the plan will be access ramps to the
river, a state park with RV camping and a visitor center, and walking, hiking and biking trails.
“These photos are very valuable in providing an easy way to view the entire corridor at once. I’ve been super
impressed [by Jon] so far."
-Michael Ethridge, Earth Design
SouthWings
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Georgia
Four flights have been arranged in Georgia
so far this year. Three of these flights
carried a total of three passengers and one
flight was pilot-only.

Okefenokee National Wildlife Refuge. Photo credit: Volunteer Pilot Chris Carmel

SouthWings is still lending support to the
fight against the proposed titanium mine
next to the Okefenokee Swamp. As of right
now, Twin Pines has submitted their permit
applications to the Georgia state regulatory
agency and is awaiting their decisions. In
January Volunteer Pilot Chris Carmel flew
a pilot-only flight for the Georgia River
Network and the Suwanee Riverkeeper
to take photos and determine if any land
disturbance had occurred before permits
were granted. SouthWings is continuing to
participate in the Okefenokee Protection
Alliance and is joining the other members
of that alliance in calling on Governor
Kemp to stop the mine.
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Coastal Georgia is rife with reminders of the
destruction caused by rising seas.
Photographer Teake Zuidema flew with
Volunteer Pilot Chris Carmel to document
effects of sea level rise for his story “A Stark
View of Rising Seas in Georgia” published
by Nexus Media News. The story also
ended up getting picked up by Discover
Magazine.

A “ghost forest” in Georgia caused by rising sea levels. Photo credit: Teake
Zuidema

This April, SouthWings attended the virtual
awards ceremony for the Georgia Water
Coalition’s Clean 13 Award, which we were
honored to receive last year. The Clean 13
Report acknowledges efforts on the part of
businesses, industries, local governments,
non-profit organizations, and individuals to
protect the water and natural resources of
Georgia.

“It's always exhilarating to get up there. The view from above just gives you a deeper insight how things on earth are
connected to each other, both in a scientific and emotional way. I can clearly see how some coastal areas are overrun by
construction and on the other hand I could observe from the air that on the not-inhabited barrier islands many trees in the
lowest laying areas are dying because of the salt water.”
-Teake Zuidema, Freelance Photographer
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Oil sheen from the capsized Golden Ray in St. Simon’s Sound.
Photo credit: Sue Inman, Altamaha Coastkeeper

Rayonier Paper Mill bordering the Altamaha River.
Photo credit: J Henry Fair

Many eyes are diligently watching the clean up efforts on the capsized Golden Ray cargo ship. Currently, responders are making
the fifth of seven cuts to the Golden Ray. The salvage effort has been riddled with setbacks, including a fire on board the ship,
and a dangerous amount of oil has leaked into St. Simon’s Sound, affecting the nearby waterways, beaches and marshes. In
April, the Altamaha Riverkeeper flew with Volunteer Pilot John Cowlishaw to observe the extent of the oil spill. Photographer J
Henry Fair also flew in Georgia to photograph sources of pollution in the Altamaha River Basin, including the Rayonier Paper
Mill, whose waste treatment pond is adjacent to the Altamaha River.
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Tennessee & West Virginia
SouthWings has flown one flight in West Virginia so far in 2021. Coal River Mountain Watch requested a flight to
observe activity on the Bee Tree Mine on Coal River Mountain. Photos from the flight will be used at a public hearing on
the renewal of the mining company’s permit to garner public support and increase opposition of the mine.
Though no flights have been arranged yet in Tennessee this year, SouthWings is excited to re-engage with the
Tennessee Riverkeeper who is in the planning stages of a flight to monitor the Cumberland River around Nashville.

Volunteer Pilot Scott Simonton flies Vernon Haltom with Coal River Mountain Watch over the Edwight mountain top removal site which has
been in “reclamation only” status for over five years. It remains un-reclaimed. Photo credit: Vernon Haltom
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CHESAPEAKE BAY
Madison County, Virginia
Will Parson, Chesapeake Bay Program

The Chesapeake Bay Conservation Flight Program encompasses the watershed within Virginia, Maryland, Delaware, the
District of Columbia, and southern Pennsylvania. The area is vast and covers nearly 64,000 square miles – from mountain
stream headwaters, through ecologically rich forests and productive agricultural lands, to the mouth of the largest estuary
in the nation. Flight work reveals challenges related to water quality, climate change, and coastal resilience, energy
extraction and infrastructure, and land conservation.

Virginia, Maryland and
Delaware
Although no flights have been arranged in
Virginia, Maryland or Delaware yet this year,
SouthWings continues to network with our
established partners and make in-roads with
new conservation organizations in the region.
SouthWings is talking with the Alliance for
the Shenandoah Valley as well as the
Potomac Riverkeeper Network to discuss
potential ways that SouthWings can help their
initiatives.

Chickahominy River, tributary of the James River near Richmond, VA.
Photo credit: Maggi Blomstrom
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Pennsylvania

A view of the Susquehanna River captured by Volunteer Pilot Bill Kahn

While SouthWings has yet to arrange
a flight in Pennsylvania in 2021, the
York Daily Record, part of the USA
Today Network did publish “Killing the
Chesapeake” in February. Volunteer
Pilot Bill Kahn flew several flights in
2020 to capture photos and video that
informed this story. With the
Susquehanna River badly polluting the
Chesapeake Bay, this story urges
Pennsylvania to clean up the
watershed and protect the people and
animals who depend on the Bay. It’s a
dire situation and SouthWings is
committed to helping our partners
come up with a sustainable solution.

"Pilot Bill Kahn was outstanding. Great guy, very informative, very open to experimenting and learning how to help us
accomplish our goals.”
– Scott Fisher, USA Today
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GULF OF MEXICO
© Virginia Richard

The Gulf region is as rich in beauty as it is in biodiversity. Encompassing prairies, marshes, swamps, hardwood forests,
and more, this region is an undervalued national treasure. Staggering environmental challenges have brought the Gulf
region to a crossroad. With threats from poorly built and maintained industrial infrastructure, sea level rise, climate change,
lax pollution enforcement, and an oil and gas-dependent economy trials abound. However, as obstacles mount, so do
efforts for a just transition to a more sustainable and healthier economy. SouthWings is proud to partner with a diverse
array of leaders and organizations to lead the charge for a safer, cleaner, and healthier Gulf region.

The development and flow of Mardi Gras Pass has implications for
coastal science. Photo credit: Volunteer Pilot Ken Knevel

Louisiana
2021 started off strong in Louisiana with two surveillance flights
down the Mississippi River, all the way to the still-leaking Taylor oil
well in the Gulf of Mexico for our longtime partners, Healthy Gulf.
While certain known hotspots were fortunately clean, Healthy Gulf
shared photos of areas of concern/interest with multiple partners.

“It is critical that we are able to check up on sites like
Taylor, and we wouldn't be able to do it without
SouthWings.” -Naomi Yoder, Healthy Gulf

One such partner, Dr. Alex Kolker of the Louisiana Universities
Marine Consortium (LUMCOM), studies Mardi Gras Pass. The
pass is a free-flowing distributary of the Mississippi River which was
naturally created by floodwaters' breach of one of the river's natural
levees during the Mardi Gras season of 2012. Mardi Gras Pass
affords scientists the rare opportunity to study the movement of
sediment, freshwater, and nutrients into the river. Healthy Gulf
shared images from their surveillance flights with Dr. Kolker to
benefit his research.
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Additional Healthy Gulf flights included: legal surveillance and photography
on wetlands to support comments against proposed pipelines and to hold
companies accountable for existing wetlands damage; scientific survey of
emerging crevasse at Coon Trap; and a quarterly flight to check on the
Taylor oil well. In April, Healthy Gulf and Earthjustice shared a flight over
Cancer Alley which greatly supported legal efforts to protect its citizens
from the toxic industrial facilities.

“SouthWings has provided an invaluable service to Earthjustice
in its representation of environmental and community groups
who are fighting the chemical buildout in Cancer Alley, among
other things. SouthWings was able to provide aerial photos of
targeted sites that show details regarding various features and
activities that are often impossible to see from the ground. While
Google satellite imagery is a useful tool for viewing site features,
those images are often outdated. SouthWings is able to provide
current photos that are extremely useful in public advocacy and
litigation.”
- Corinne Van Dalen, Earthjustice Attorney

Communities in Cancer Alley live right next to
toxic pollution and industry. Photo credit:
Scott Eustis, Healthy Gulf
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“The flight was definitely used in the New Orleans resolution victory!”
-Kate McIntosh, Program Coordinator of Louisiana Bucket Brigade

One of Louisiana Bucket Brigade’s campaign images using Volunteer Pilot
Ken Knevel’s images of Lac des Allemands.

One such proposed facility is the Formosa Plastics
mega-complex. The complex would emit 13 million
tons of greenhouse gas emissions each year, and
produce almost 190,000 pounds of five known
carcinogens in air pollution annually. A strong
coalition of organizations have been fighting this
buildout, and SouthWings contributed to a win on the
local level. Aerial images from Lac des Allemands, a
critical catfish habitat that would be negatively
impacted by Formosa, were used in the successful
campaign to New Orleans City Council to pass a
resolution against Formosa. Louisiana Bucket
Brigade, among others, helped led the media
campaign and requested the flight.
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The impact of a flight often goes beyond the immediate flight
purpose and we continue to see results, even years later. In 2016,
a dredge company that was working to rebuild Chenier Ronquille, a
barrier island, cut a pipeline. Oil spilled into the Barataria Bay, so
our partner Vanishing Earth flew to investigate the clean-up.
Images from the flight were used in media coverage. Now, the
company has plead guilty to Clean Water Act violations and is set
to pay $3 million in violations and damages.
In 2018, we took Elizabeth Kolbert, author and contributor to
The New Yorker, to see the Mississippi River from New Orleans to
the Gulf. Our partners at Restore the Mississippi River Delta
Coalition requested the flight to show Ms. Kolbert first-hand
Louisiana’s land loss crisis, and to educate her about what can be
done. In February, she published “Under a White Sky: The
Nature of the Future” which discusses her flight and what she
learned.
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Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida
While we did not conduct any flights within Mississippi, Alabama, or Florida
during the first half of 2021, we do anticipate multiple flights during the
second half. Hurricane season has just begun, and as our passengers and
pilots become more comfortable with flying again, we plan to be available
for our on-the-ground partners.

“We did it and everything went well. Virginia you were right on top of a short
notice request, and Bryan you gave me exactly what I needed in the air.”
-Nancy Pierce, photographer for Southern Environmental Law Center

Plant Barry in Mobile County, Alabama is a
coal- and natural gas-fired electricity
generation plant.. Credit: Nancy Pierce
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